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Preface

Cambodia is one of the Asia and Pacific countries experiencing rapid economic growth. Cambodia, like the rest 
of the global community, is becoming increasingly aware that climate change is caused by intensive human 
industrial activities and unsustainable economic development. It impacts not only the present generation but also 
future generations who will need to adapt to and mitigate the effects of volatile changes in the climate.

Having understood the consequences of such impacts, “Capacity building workshop on low carbon development 
policies for Cambodia, Lao PDR, and Myanmar” was held on 25-26 February 2014 in Phnom Penh, Cambodia, 
co-organised by the Cambodia’s Ministry of Environment and the Institute for Global Environmental Strategies 
(IGES) in its capacity as the secretariat of the Low Carbon Asia Research Network (LoCARNet), in cooperation 
with the National Institute for Environmental Studies (NIES), Japan, and the Kyoto University (KU), and 
supported by Ministry of the Environment, Japan. The objectives of this workshop were to initiate and facilitate 
discussion between policy-makers and research communities in Cambodia with  broad disciplinary knowledge, 
tools and methods for integration into practical policy process towards a sustainable future; to strengthen research 
capacity not only in Cambodia, but also in other Asian countries so they can continue to make steady progress in 
developing low-carbon plans and strategies based on a green economy through knowledge-sharing networks for 
exchanging wisdom; and to encourage Cambodia and neighbouring countries  to take part in the network in order 
to promote further collaboration towards low-carbon growth.   

This synthesis report summarises key findings from the dialogue, which covered such diverse issues as an 
interdisciplinary approach to low-carbon development and collaboration between the policy and research 
communities. The key messages in this report identify the important issues on which to focus and are designed 
to assist scientists in developing a future research agenda and help policymakers to formulate policies based 
on scientific evidence where possible. The issues covered in this report are expected to be of great interest to 
policymakers and researchers in making the transition toward sustainable low-carbon development.

We would like to take this opportunity to convey our sincere gratitude to H.E. Say Samal, Minister of 
Environment of  the Royal Kingdom of Cambodia, for his ongoing committed leadership and policy guidance 
to ensure prosperous national growth integrating environmental sustainability into the national development 
agenda in order to conserve the environment, reduce poverty and increase green job opportunities, and for his 
holistic envisagement of the environment and support for sustainable low-carbon development in Cambodia. We 
would also like to express our gratitude to the responsible senior management and Climate Change Department 
officers of the Cambodia’s Ministry of Environment, other key stakeholders not only from Cambodia but also 
from neighbouring countries in Asia, and the staff of IGES/NIES/KU for their considerable efforts, facilitation 
and contributions in planning and preparing the workshop. We would also like to express our appreciation to the 
workshop’s speakers and participants for their active participation and discussion. We will further continue our 
joint efforts to create a significant forum for collaboration toward sustainable low-carbon development among 
Cambodia, Japan and other Asian countries.

Shuzo	Nishioka
Secretary General
LCS-RNet Secretariat
Institute for Global Environmental Strategies
Japan

H.E.	Say	Samal
Minister of Environment
Cambodia
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This Synthesis Report draws together findings from the Cambodian Low-carbon Policy and Research Workshop. 
The workshop took place as a meeting, entitled Capacity building workshop on low-carbon development policies 
for Cambodia, Lao PDR and Myanmar, on 25-26 February 2014, co-organised by Ministry of the Environment 
and the Institute for Global Environmental Strategies (IGES) in cooperation with Kyoto University (KU) and the 
National Institute for Environmental Studies (NIES), and supported by Ministry of the Environment, Japan. The 
capacity building workshop took place at the Himawari Hotel, Phnom Penh, Cambodia and was opened by H.E. 
Sin Khandy, Under Secretary of State, the Ministry of Environment of Cambodia with participants from line 
ministries, academia, non-governmental organisations (NGOs), the Japanese International Cooperation Agency 
(JICA), research institutes and other stakeholders. The objective of the workshop was to explore the possibility 
of collaboration between Cambodian and Japanese research institutes in drawing up a low-carbon development 
plan for Cambodia.

The objectives of the workshop were;
   ◦  to initiate and facilitate discussion between policy-makers and research communities in Cambodia with 

broad disciplinary knowledge, tools and methods for integration into practical policy process towards a 
sustainable future; 

   ◦  to strengthen research capacity in not only Cambodia, but also other Asian countries so they can continue 
to make steady progress in developing low-carbon plans and strategies based on a green economy through 
knowledge sharing networks for exchanging wisdom; and 

   ◦  ◦ to encourage Cambodia, and neighbouring countries to take part in the network in order to promote 
further collaboration towards low-carbon growth.

Seventy one researchers and policymakers participated in the workshop to discuss these issues.

Taking this opportunity, I would like to express my profound gratitude to all speakers and participants from 
Cambodia, other ASEAN countries, academia and research institutes for their contributions to the meeting. I 
would also like to add my sincere appreciation to Dr. Tin Ponlok, Deputy Director General, the Ministry of 
Environment, for his guidance and support in the organisation of this workshop. Special gratitude goes to Mr. 
Sum Thy, Director, Climate Change Department, and Mr. Hak Mao, Chief of Vulnerability and Adaptation 
Office, Climate Change Department, the Ministry of Environment for their considerable efforts to coordinate this 
meeting.

Shuzo Nishioka
 

Secretary General, LoCARNet Secretariat
Institute for Global Environmental Strategies
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Key Findings

○	 	Enhancement	of	participation	process	for	climate	change	policy	planning
Cambodia has mainstreamed climate change into its national strategic development plan, identifying 
priority areas and activities needed to develop a system and society that shows reliance against climate 
risks in the long term. The Cambodia Climate Change Strategic Plan (CCCSP) was approved and as 
the next step, a full-scale national climate change programme, action plan, financing arrangement and 
coordination mechanism need to be prepared. 

○	 	Participation	from	various	stakeholders	is	one	of	the	key	elements	to	endorse	climate	
change policy

Cambodia has made progress in setting up the CCCSP by organising an inception workshop, 
dialogues and consultation through formulating the participation process of various stakeholders 
at various levels such as line ministries, NGOs, academia and research institutions, and the private 
sector. Additional universities and research institutions have been involved in climate change projects 
to accumulate knowledge and develop expertise which can contribute to the national policy-making 
process.

Countries in Asia continue to make steady progress in developing low-carbon plans and strategies 
based on a green economy. The Low Carbon Asia Research Network, LoCARNet, has supported the 
development planning and strategy building by researchers and research institutes in various Asian 
countries. This workshop indicated that Asian countries have been proactively involved in climate 
change policy and measures towards stabilisation of the climate. The four objectives of the workshop 
were declared in the opening session. These were 1) to share information about climate change related 
policy achievement and activities among Cambodia and other Asian countries; 2) to coordinate and 
formulate low-carbon development policy by giving clear information on research results and scientific 
evidence to decision-makers; 3) to recognise the importance of tackling climate change issues at the 
early stage by using multi-modeling tools such as ExSS snap shot and the Agriculture, Forestry and 
Other Land Use (AFOLU) activity model to calculate quantitatively mitigation potentials and show the 
policy options to promote and encourage low-carbon development including energy and non-energy 
sectors; and 4) to identify diverse opinions and perspectives, and come to an agreement based on these 
diverse opinions.

Participants at this workshop included Climate Change Department officers from the Ministry of 
Environment Cambodia, officers from other Ministries, representatives from research institutions 
related to Ministries (such as the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries), from universities and 
from private research institutions. Heated discussions took place among this broad range of participants, 
and stakeholders used the opportunity to take the next step on the path to further development of 
scientific and participatory decision-making.
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Key Findings

○	 	Role	of	quantitative	analysis	for	policymaking	process
Quantitative analysis is a tool to identify mitigation options and to promote discussions amongst 
stakeholders for decision-making, which helps a country make further advanced steps in policy-
making and its implementation. One of the most important elements when making concrete policy 
measures and building consensus is to conduct quantitative analysis and describe estimated figures. 
Since sustainable development includes economy, environment, cultural and social aspects, integrated 
analysis is needed to choose cost-effective and appropriate mitigation policy options. In the 
policymaking process, every action is divided into measures and then developed into specific projects. 
Quantitative analysis also helps to enhance the consultation process and focal group discussions. Key 
elements for success in policymaking and quantitative analysis are comprehensive, consistent, flexible 
and detailed.

○	 	Information-sharing	and	discussion	can	enhance	the	capacity	to	achieve	low-carbon	
development	

Knowledge-sharing and networking can promote four particular issues such as sharing information 
about policy achievement and activities related to Cambodia and Myanmar, coordinating low-carbon 
development policy by informing decision-makers, and promoting and encouraging low-carbon 
development policy to recognise the importance of using multi-models to calculate quantity potential 
and show policy options, by identifying a diversity of opinions. There also needs to be identification 
and agreement on a diverse range of opinions and perspectives.

○	 	An	emerging	Asia	is	key	to	stabilising	the	global	climate 

Asia can lead the way, by blazing a new trail in low-carbon development, to form a new global socio-
economic order as the world faces ever more severe climate and nature pressures in the 21st century. 
As indicated in the IPCC Fifth Assessment report, it is becoming an increasingly urgent task to 
stabilise our climate. It is therefore vital that both mitigation of GHG emissions and adaptation to on-
going climate change impacts should be mainstreamed in the socio-economic development policies of 
every country. 

○	 	Policies	and	knowledge	towards	realising	low-carbon	development

To facilitate science-based policymaking, it is necessary not only to deepen knowledge related to low-
carbon development policies, but also to sort out and distribute such knowledge widely. Additionally, 
the most important thing is for knowledge to be turned into policies in an appropriate manner by 
promoting close collaboration with policymakers, and then to translate it into actions. 

○	 	Regional	actions	and	cooperation

One issue facing this region is that there have been insufficient efforts to nurture a community of 
researchers who support the drafting of policies on low-carbon development in the Asian region. 
The participants at the workshop all recognised that, in view of the importance of this region in 
the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, it is important to nurture and strengthen the research 
community, in keeping with special regional characteristics here, as well as considering the commons 
and differences in each country. LoCARNet supports science-based policymaking and capacity 
development in this region. It will be essential for LoCARNet to focus on fostering regional research 
capacity in collaboration with research communities and policymakers in each country in Asia.
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Synthesis of sessions

SESSION	1:	Updating	climate	change	related	policies	and	activities	in	Cambodia	
[Chair] Dr. Shuzo Nishioka, Institute for Global Environmental Strategies (IGES), Japan

Speakers: 
Mr. Ma Chan Sethea, Deputy Director, Ministry of Environment, Cambodia 
Ms. Khlok Vichetratha, Chief of Office, Ministry of Environment, Cambodia

Cambodia developed the Cambodia Climate Change 
Strategic Plan (CCCSP) as part of the process 
to mainstream climate change into its national 
development plan from 2009 to 2013. Looking 
towards 2020, Cambodia is planning to incorporate 
climate change into its national strategic development 
p lan  for  2014-2018.  The Nat ional  S t ra tegic 
Development Plan 2009-2013 was updated in 2010, 
and it emphasises that‘to effectively deal with the 
implications of climate change, the capacity of RGC 
(Royal Government of Cambodia) institutions needs 
to be strengthened to identify and develop a strategy to 
deal with the anticipated impact of the climate change, 
and strengthening disaster management capabilities. 
Furthermore, in the Second National Communication 
of Cambodia (draft), the long-term approach referred 
to ‘efforts (that) should be directed to increase the 
resilience of the system to future climate risks through 
the revitalization of long term policies, and planning 
and redesigning long-life infrastructure to be more 
resilient, taking into account climate change’. 

As such, climate policy in Cambodia is in the very 
early stages. Cambodia launched its first-ever climate 
strategic blueprint, the Cambodia Climate Change 
Strategic Plan (CCCSP 2014-2023), in November 
2013 aimed at building the country’s resilience to deal 
with climate-induced natural disasters and promoting 
low-carbon development in the future.

Notable progress of the CCCSP is that it was made 
through an exchange of opinions to promote climate 
change policy planning amongst various stakeholders 
such as governments, NGOs, research institutions 
and international partners. As part of its policymaking 
process, Cambodia initiated a participatory approach 
in the process of development of CCCSP. Through the 
participation process, priority areas were indentified 
in each ministry. The scope of each priority area was 
defined, and technical focus was then determined. Line 
ministries and development partners were involved in 
the inception of the workshops. In this way, Cambodia 
formulated a process to set up workshops to endorse 
the climate policy. 

Promoting a serious discussion between research 
institutions and government is important in the future, 
making it more necessary to construct a system to 
promote research . This can lead to “the realisation 
of Unity in Diversity”. The Cambodian path to low-
carbon development can be further developed and be 
clarified to indicate how to take the next steps on that 
path with inputs from the research community.

What	makes	up	the	progress	and	uniqueness	of	Cambodian	climate	change	policymaking?
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Capacity	building	workshop	on	low	carbon	development	policies	for	Cambodia,	Lao	PDR,	and	Myanmar	

Source: Presentation by Mr. Ma Chan Sethea, Deputy Director of Climate Change Department, Ministry of Environment, Cambodia
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SESSION	2:	International	cooperation	and	engagement	on	LCS	
[Chair] Dr. Junichi Fujino, National Institute for Environmental Studies (NIES), Japan

Speakers: 
Dr. Khin Lay Swe, Rtd. Pro-Rector, EC, Ecosystem Conservation and Community Development 
Initiatives (ECCDI), Myanmar
Dr. Jakkanit Kananurak, Director of Capacity Building and Outreach Office, Thailand Greenhouse Gas 
Management Organization (TGO), Thailand

In countries like Cambodia and Myanmar, the situation 
is different from that in other Asian countries such as 
Thailand and Malaysia due to differing development 
stages. Thus it is necessary for each country to build 
its own unique low-carbon development path suitable 
for its own situation. On the current development path, 
Myanmar is socially, economically and politically 
in a rapid transition stage. The National Economy 
Development relies highly on exploitation of natural 
resources such as mining, oil and gas, and forest 
resources. The situation is similar in Cambodia.

Thus ,  ear ly  ac t ion  i s  needed to  mains t ream 
environmental conservation into Development 
Planning to achieve ecologically sustainable 
development and increase investment from natural 
resource based economy to an industrial basedone. 
The development path does not necessarily rely 
on energy. The uniqueness of the countries lies in 
their rich natural resources, with renewable energy 
already having been used as an independent energy 
system in rural areas. In fact, energy use in Myanmar 
is dependent on renewable energy. Energy sources 
from biomass make up the largest part accounting 
for 63.86% of energy sources, with potential energy 
sources being wind, solar, geothermal, bio-energy 
gasification such as biogas and ethanol. Currently the 
sources of electricity generation are from Hydro (56%), 
gas (36%) and coal diesel. 

In addition, for the future development of the country, 
schemes such as REDD+ would play an important 
role by giving economic value to natural resources. In 
order to enforce these mechanisms and turn them into 
actions, knowledge-sharing in Asia is also necessary as 
it can provide inputs to research, as well as into policy 
implementation. 

South-south cooperation and regional and international 
cooperation can enhance knowledge-sharing among 
Asian countries. In addition, because countries in the 
region are at the same economic stage and are close in 
geographic location, researchers in each country can 
gather their research results, carry out “knowledge-
sharing” and actively promote a system of mutual 
learning so as to facilitate south-south cooperation. 

Establishment of a knowledge-sharing platform 
and training centre has targeted policymakers and 
researchers who engage in climate change related 
policies in Asia. In Thailand, the Thailand Climate 
Change International Technical and Training Center 
(CICT) has been established not only as a place for 
training on climate policy in the ASEAN region but 
also a place to exchange knowledge so that climate 
policy can be advanced by bringing in new knowledge 
collected by researchers. It allows systematic and 
seamless sharing of knowledge among research 
institutions, governments and NGOs. The boundaries 
between policy and research have thus become 
seamless.

How	can	least	developed	countries	achieve	low-carbon	development?
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Capacity	building	workshop	on	low	carbon	development	policies	for	Cambodia,	Lao	PDR,	and	Myanmar	

Source: Presentation by Khin Lay Swe, National GHG Inventory Team, Ecosystem Conservation and Community Development Initiative, 
Myanmar
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SESSION	3:	 	Establishment	of	LCS-RNet	(researchers’	community	on	LCD)	in	
Cambodia

[Chair] Dr. Tin Ponlok, Ministry of Environment, Cambodia

Speakers: 
Mr. Kok Sothea, Royal University of Phnom Penh (RUPP), Cambodia
Mr. Lonn Pichdara, Cambodia Development Resource Institute (CDRI), Cambodia
Mr. Hak Mao, Kyoto University, Japan

Cambodia  real ised that  LCS wil l  serve as  a 
principle and strategy to turn the challenges of today 
into opportunities, so that Cambodia can make 
headway towards sustainable economic growth and 
environmental sustainability. Low-carbon development 
refers to the development of an economy which 
has minimal output of GHG emissions into the 
atmosphere. A low-carbon research network is a tool to 
promote and encourage dialogue and close cooperation 
among policymakers, researchers and the private 
sector. Government agencies and academia, research 
institutes, NGOs and other stakeholders can also work 
closely together. In Cambodia and Myanmar, there 
is a need for research and integration of policy and 
research towards low-carbon societies.

On the other hand,  in order to maintain this 
momentum, research capacity development of these 
countries is also crucial. Along with educational 
development in academic areas in Cambodia, 
progressive achievements in the curriculum have 
been made in the past few years. For instance, 
Royal University of Phnom Penh has initiated two 
new departments: the Faculty of Engineering and 
Technology and the Faculty of Development Studies. 
Currently there is also a discussion in Cambodia on 
including climate change issues in higher education. 

There is an increasing trend of research activities in 
the area of energy use and energy conservation funded 
by international organisations. Programmes to enhance 
the capacity of universities have also been initiated 
with international financial support in the area of 
climate change and energy development. In addition, 
programmes have been created on development of 
awareness-raising materials, energy labelling and 
demonstration activities.

Furthermore, Cambodia Development Resource 
Institute (CDRI), a private research institution, has 
made policy recommendations on environmental issues 
including the introduction of environment regulations 
and incentives, introduction of energy efficiency audits 
and the promotion of access to finance for energy 
efficiency measures through publicising analytical 
result of economic benefits.

It is essential to establish and enhance a research 
network in Cambodia and carry out capacity building 
at training centres such as CICT and regional/
international research networks such as Low Carbon 
Asia Research Network (LoCARNet). This can result 
in mobilization of resources and low-carbon research. 
Promotion of LCS and sustainable development can 
also help capacity building in Cambodia.

What	are	the	capacities	and	progresses	of	climate	change	related	research	in	Cambodia?
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Capacity	building	workshop	on	low	carbon	development	policies	for	Cambodia,	Lao	PDR,	and	Myanmar	

Source: Presentation by Lonn Pichdara, Karen Ellis, Jodie Keane and Alberto Lemma
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SESSION	4:	 	Overview	of	Low-carbon	development	and	the	application	of	ExSS	model	
in	Cambodia

[Chair] Prof. Ho Chin Siong, Universiti Teknologi Malaysia (UTM), Malaysia

Speakers: 
Prof. Ho Chin Siong, Universiti Teknologi Malaysia (UTM), Malaysia
Dr. Junichi Fujino, National Institute for Environmental Studies (NIES), Japan
Mr. Hak Mao, Kyoto University, Japan

As the creation of long-term vision, the quantitative 
analysis of carbon development path has started 
in Cambodia. By showing how it is quantitatively 
reducing GHG, a country can set up opportunities 
whereby researchers and policymakers can engage 
in discussion and make effective policy-making for 
feasible low-carbon development. 

ExSS modelling exercise is the first step in this 
process, and we now stand on the starting line of the 
path to scientific quantification of low-carbon . In the 
future, it is expected that researchers will cooperate in 
the development of the modelling analysis and will set 
up a path to low-carbon development with scientific 
inputs in Cambodia.

Creating a scenario towards 2020 or 2050 requires a 
target and activities. It is also necessary to identify 
potential mitigation options. As an analytical tool for 
policymaking, simulation analysis is used for target 
setting. Once the target and action plans are set, they 
can be connected to the national development plan. 
Simulation analysis can measure how much money is 
needed to implement or install a certain technology. 
The process of scenario-making needs to take into 
account issues such as social problems, as well as 
economic issues of jobs and employment, and energy 
issues such as recovering energy demand and CO2 
emissions. 

The next question is how those plans and strategies can 
be expressed quantitatively. An important step is how 
to turn the identified mitigation options into actions, 
and thus generate co-benefits. Green-focused agenda 
covers LCS, and then other necessary components 
need to be set. At the same time, the involvement 
of various stakeholders is important to promote 
behavioural change. In this way, Cambodia has 
implemented good coordination and comprehensive 
climate change strategies making process.

In further development of scenario analysis in a 
country, once national target and actions are set 
and the potentials are identified, analysis should be 
narrowed down to the city level. Implementation of 
sustainable development is a broad issue, so this must 
also be narrowed down to low-carbon initiatives at 
the city level. In this sense, to reduce CO2 emissions, 
cities are key. Many activities can be done at the city 
level. Cities can easily implement CO2 reductions and 
they can also formulate economy and protect ecology. 
As shown in the case study of Iskandar, Malaysia, the 
use of ExSS and other tools to create low-carbon plans 
should be work carried out by the country. The work 
should reflect the environment, policy and the position 
of the country.

Progress in policy and research activity in Cambodia 
should avoid pervasive economic development with 
unwanted impacts, and to this end, one researcher in 
Cambodia developed a Low Carbon Development 
Plan towards 2050 in 2013 by proposing four policies 
and 12 strategies. To calculate how much each strategy 
can reduce GHG emissions, a study on a systematic 
and quantitative design was made using the Extended 
Snap Shot (ExSS) tool. The first phase of this study 
focused on CO2 emissions from the energy and 
transport sector. Low-carbon actions were identified. 
The result of the first attempt at quantitative analysis 
of preliminary estimation of CO2 emissions from 
energy and transport sector showed that economic 
development will reach upper middle income countries 
by 2030 and developed countries by 2050. For the 
analysis, it used existing policies and policy targets 
such as 100% of villages electrified by 2020 using 
national grid, 70% of households electrified by 2030 
using national grid, and coal consumption increased 
from 3% in 2010 to 30.8% by 2050. 

What	are	the	roles	of	quantitative	analysis	in	the	policymaking	process?
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Capacity	building	workshop	on	low	carbon	development	policies	for	Cambodia,	Lao	PDR,	and	Myanmar	

By sharing the result and the analysis process with 
various stakeholders, the following issues can be 
discussed: what industries Cambodia prioritises and 
develops; what value added services can be generated 
and developed as unique and strong points of 
Cambodia; whether Cambodia moves from agriculture 
to other industries; and how land use change occurs in 
forestry and agriculture areas. 

Source: Presentation by Mr. Hak Mao, Kyoto University, Japan
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SESSION	5:	Introduction	to	AIM	and	its	application		
[Chair] Dr. Junichi Fujino, National Institute for Environmental Studies (NIES), Japan

Speakers: 
Dr. Tomoko Hasegawa, National Institute for Environmental Studies (NIES), Japan
Dr. Kei Gomi, Kyoto University, Japan

Low-carbon policy in Cambodia has made significant 
progress in the past few years, as the country looks 
towards a new framework in 2020. The country has 
developed a roadmap towards a low carbon society 
by setting up CCCSP. In order to quantify the CCCSP, 
various work need to be done such as  creating low-
carbon scenarios and action planning. In order to 
make progress with these activities, the gap that exists 
between scientists and policymakers should be closed 
by way of mutual understanding and information-
sharing. As the start of this long-term vision towards 
2050 for Cambodia, ExSS is a starting point for 
researchers, policymakers and other stakeholders 
to hold discussions about long-term challenges in 
Cambodia . ExSS is a tool for long-term policy 
development. 

In the modelling analysis, various issues need to be 
considered such as driving forces of demand change, 
energy service demand and utility of energy, then final 
energy demand in the demand side while shares of 
energy supply and capacity of energy supply in supply 
side. Thus, four elements are required for LCS scenario 
modelling (Comprehensive, Consistent, Flexible and 
Detailed) and three points for LCS policymaking using 
models (Interaction, Involvement, Timely submission).

For instance, with the Agriculture, Forestry and 
Land Use (AFOLU) model, we can evaluate the 
reduction targets in 2020 for AFOLU sectors, estimate 
mitigation costs and identify economically effective 
countermeasures to meet the reduction target. In 
addition, the modelling exercise brings up challenges 
indicating that there is not much time to transfer 
knowledge and technologies and to develop skills 
for farmers by 2020. Thus, governmental support 
is needed to motivate people to accelerate GHG 
reduction activities, promote technology transfer and 
introduce market mechanisms. 

The final issue that was shared in the workshop is 
that research and technology can allow Cambodia 
to leapfrog. Research that provides inputs for policy 
development needs to be taken into account as part 
of the policymaking process in the country, while 
recognising the challenges that come with a lack 
of data. Sharing research results with policymakers 
can enhance the policymaking process. Co-benefits 
of LCS can be identified as improvements to health 
conditions, public transport and traffic conditions. 
It is also important to have collaboration with 
private companies that are the driving force of new 
technologies. Knowledge-sharing through networks is 
vital, as this can assist in capacity development as well 
as aid discovery of new technologies that are feasible 
for the country. In addition, a strong commitment by 
policymakers to collaborate with scientists and local 
universities are all key components for low-carbon 
development. There is no time to lose; we need to take 
action now. 

What	are	 the	key	elements	 to	develop	quantitative	analysis	and	enhance	Cambodia’s	
policy	planning	capacity?
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Capacity	building	workshop	on	low	carbon	development	policies	for	Cambodia,	Lao	PDR,	and	Myanmar	

Source: Presentation by Gomi Kei, Kyoto University, Japan
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េបរព់ត៌លេពីសកិទនិកែកាលេាលន េិងសក�េពំំទនទងេនងកែររ្អកសជត�នកម� ឡរ 

េិងនបល (២) សរកសរក្�ិ់េសិ្រ�រររា�ងកៀចំសហគកេ៍អារ�រររីកៀចំលេាលន

អនិរវឌេ៍េ��កលេតិច ដនែកលីរទិទ�ុស� តកនៈកក�នានបេអាលហីសច�ីសរកចចិត� (៣) 
ំ�� េិងីទនចិត�ឱយរទសែែកិេទេនលេងតីតែកេកអនិរវឌេ៍េ� �កលេតិចទទក�� នពី�ៈសំខេន

ៃេករីរលសនគំបចរកមពសរលនតំេនអស�ី េិងលា ស�ីហហិែីក្កីតនេនិកេ� � GHG តកនៈករីរលសនគំប 

ExSS and AFOLU ែីក្គីំំលិំៃេកេ� �ឧស�់េកសពេ�នពរីស់ិនរកពេិងកិេែកេរកព េិង

(៤) អនេ�ីេបរកុេពលា ៃេគំេិតកពងរលា ៃេទនកកសិ្ហ អង�សិក �សេពលេកចបកកាា ង

សក�ពីកុេ�ីៃេំនដស េែររ្អកសជត�េិងំនដស េ�នព់េនៃេរសកង�ិិេ រសកង�នព់េន �ិ់េ

រ�រររែែលហីកទនទងកកនរសកងកកនចំេកេែបចរសកងសិក�ែីក �រទិទ់នេិង�ិ់េរ�រររ

ុេហហ សិក �សេពដនលេកចបកកពេីគី�នព់េនរចីេកងំព លហីអនលេកលពំាេទក�ខ

កកនទៀតា�ងកលហីសច�ីសំចចិត�តកែចបកកេិងតកែរទិទ�ុស�ហ 

• ពរងនងែំំីកៃេកចបកកសរលន�ងែកេកលេាលនែររ្អកសជត� 

កម�លេុប� កែររ្អកសជត�ទា�ងែកេកន�ទន�ុស�អនិរវឌេ៍តិ ដនំំតនរស់ិនេិង

សក�េពអទិេព ែែាលំចនសរលន�ងរព់េន េិងសង�កែែែងលកកន ទនទនេនងាេិន់នអកសជត� 

នា�ងនៈពែរងហ ែកេកន�ទន�ុស�ែររ្អកសជត�កម� (CCCS) រតតរលេអេ�ក់ត ទេសនកេនងេពាលំចន

រតតរៀចំំាេ សំ នព��ៃេក�រលិីតិែររ្អកសជត� ែកេកសក�េព កាតនែចងហិេ�្ទេ េិង

នេ�កសរកសរក្ហ 

• កចបកកពអីាលហីសច�សីរកចចតិ�គគជត�គេ�នពកកនែកី្លីរំទែនលេាលនែររ្អកសជត� 

កម�លេលហីលយលេរវឌេេពា�ងកៀចំែកេកន�ទន�ុស� CCCS ដនាតនែចងលយលេសិក �ស

ានក�ីក កសេសំ េិងកពិរលពាន តកនៈកងតីតលយលេែំំីកៃេកចបកកៃេអា�នព់េនខ�សរលា

នំដនរា នខ�សរលា  ែបច រសកង អង�កកិេែកេដស និល រគនព�ិេសិ្ រទិទ�ិេរ�រររ េិងរស់ិនុេហ 

�រទិទ់ន េិងរគនព�ិេរ�ររររចីេែថកទៀតលេ�នព់េននា�ងគរលងែររ្អកសជត� ែីក្រីកប

ក�� ំចំំពែនង េិងងតីតំំ�ែែរតតរកកចំែំទា�ងែំំីក�ងលេាលនតិហ 

• តកំ ទៃីេករេិគែលិំសរលនែំំីក�ងលេាលន 

ករេិគែលិំគគឧំ៍កកនែីក្ីំំតនអត�សប� ំរកីសកតនេិន េិងែីក្ីីំពសនក

ពិេ្ា�ងចំកអា�នព់េនំំសរលនកលហីសច�ីសរកច ែែកនរទសកកនលពំាេទក�ខែេិកទៀត



នា�ងក�ង េិងកអេ�រត�លេាលនហ ជត�កពែ៏ំសំខេនកកនែីក្ីងតីតរជិេកេាលននសន េិង

កងតីតលយលេកុេពកតិ គគរតតរលហីករេិគលិំ េិងអលិ្នអំពីតកខលា េន�� េហ ដន�កអនិរវឌ

ដនចីេពកកេ�ប ទិែសេពសែសិច� �ិិេ រ្លក៌ េិងសង�ក ករេិគចរកមពគគចំ �ំ ចាលំចនែីក្ីរីសសី 

នរកីសលេាលនកតនេិនែែលេរសិទនេពេិងសករសហ នា�ងែំំីក�ងលេាលន 

រនសក�េពរតតរែចច�រជិេក េិង សំ នកងតីតទគរលងនសនហ ករេិគលិំ ៏កនពរងនង

ែំំីកពិរលពាន េិងកពិេ្ា�ងរមកលេកងែែហ សលសេពសំខេនរែីក្ទីទកលេគ់នា�ង

កលហីសច�ីសំចចិត�េិងករេិគែលិំកកលេទបំទបសន រសលា  តនែេ េងិំអតិហ 

• កែចែក�ព់ត៌លេ េងិកពេិ្អចពរងនងសកតេិពែកី្សីរកចលេកអនរិវឌេ��កបេតចិ  

កែចែក�ចំំពែនង េិង� �កអចរកម�ប� នសនចំេកេកេ ែបច កែចែក�ព់ត៌លេ

អំពីសកិទនកៃេលេាលន េិងសក�េពំំែែទនទងេនងរទសកម�េិងនបល កសរកសរក្ែីក្ី
ងតីតលេាលនអនិរវឌេ៍ែែេ��កបេតិច ដនបេែំំ ន ងែនអាលហីសច�ីសរកច េិងកីកមសន 

េិងីទនចិត�លយលេកអនិរវឌែែេ��កបេតិច ែីក្ទីទក�� នអំពី�ៈសំខេនៃេករីរលសនពហ�កាបែែ 

សរលនគំំសក� េ�ពៃេលិំ េិង� �ពីរកីសលេាលន កំំតនអត�សប� ំេពសំបែៃេ 

រកីសហ រតតរំំតនលយេ�ីេបរកុេពា�ងចំកទសពេៈខ�សរលា ហ រតតរុេពីទសពេៈេិងច�រស់ិនខ�សរ

លា ហ 

• កបតសសនៃេតំេនអស�ីា�ងសក់នថ�ីេពគគគេ�នពែកី្ីលហលីយលេត�យេពៃេអកសជត�ស 

អស�ីអចំកំ�ខ ដនងតតីំំកំ�បរៃេកអនិរវឌែែេ� �កបេតិច ែីក្ីងតីតសែសិច�សង�កថ�ីកកន

នីពនិពស ា�ងពែែពិនពសររកេនងសលម លៃេអកសជត� េិងលក�តិកេនែតល�េនល�ងក�េនា�ង

សតរតពទ៍ី ២១េពហ ែបចែែ� �នា�ងលនកំ៍ភនតៃក�ីទីរលំសនរមកកអេ�ដស និលស�ីពីក

ែររ្អកសជត� កលហីលយអកសជត�សននងីលេសិិេពគគិច�កែែរតតរលេកីេ�ីរលេេព សំ េន

កេនែតខ� ងំំងីហ ែបចាព រកសំខេនអន�ីរតិ ែែកកទងំកកតនេិនកេ� �ឧស�់េកសពេ�ន េិងកេ �្ ំ

ទេនងកាព�នៃេកែររ្អកសជត�រតតរែតុប� ទា�ងលេាលនអនិរវឌេ៍សែសិច�សង�កសន

រទសេីកកនរហ 

• លេាលនេងិចំពែនងឆម ពទកទទក�� នកអនរិវឌេ��កបេតចិ 

ែីក្សីរក្លយលេក�ងលេាលនែែែកលីរទិទ�ុស� រកាលំចនគគកិេរតតរពរងនងែត

ចំំពែនងែែទនទងេនងលេាលនអនិរវឌេ៍កបេទា�េ ពទ ា�ែេ�៏រតតររីសសី េិងែចានចំំព

ែនងែេពលយលេទបំទបសនកងែែហ ីសពីេព រកសំខេនំក�តគគកែក�ងចំំពែនងលយទលេា

លនលយលេសករស ដនីំពសនិច�សហកិតសាិទនកកនអា�ងលេាលន  សំ នកែក�ងល 

េាលនទងំំពលយក� នសក�េពអេ�រត�ហ 

• សក�េពេងិចិ�សហរតិតិ�ករា នតំេន 

ប� កកនែែររកសរលនតំេនេពគគរ លេិច�រនងែរងរចីេែែលេលហីំងី ែីក្ពីរងនងសហ

គកេ៍អារ�រររ ែែលរំទែនកៀចំសច�ីរ�ងលេាលនអនិរវឌេ៍កបេទនតំេនអស�ីហ សិក កក

លេែចែក�កទទក�� នរ ដនាងទ�ៈសំខេនៃេតំេនេពា�ងកកតនេិនកំេនឧស�់េកសពេ�ន 



រកសំខេនគគរតតរ �ំ� ព េិងពរងនងសហគកេ៍អារ�រររ លយរសតកសំ �ំ ំ ំៈពិសស ែែលេនា�ងតំេន

េព ៏ែបច ំៈកក េិងខ�សរលា នា�ងរទសេីកកនរទងំេពកងែែហ ពកគ៏លេុេពលា កងែែរ ដន

�ែតរកេព រកសំខេនគគ LoCARNet ផ� តីកពរងនងសកតិេពរ�រររនរា នតំេនហ LoCARNet ាលំចន

រតតរផ� តីកពរងនងសកតិេពរ�ររររា នតំេនដនលេិច�សហកកកនសហគកេ៍រ�រររេិងអាលហីសច�ី
សរកចចិត�ៃេ� រទសនតំេនអស�ីហ 

  



សសច�ភែថ�ល៍រេុ 

 លនកំ៍សំាគេពសងគំហ�ីពីសិក �សលេាលនកបេទ េិងករ�រររន 

កម�ហ សិក �សេពលេៀចំំងីិច�រ�ំកកនរកកចំំងីងរ សិក �ស�ងសកតិេពស�ីពីល
េាលនអនិរវឌេ៍កេ��កបេតិចសរលនកម� ឡរ េិងនបល កពីៃថ�ទី ២៥-២៦ ែខ�ក�ៈ ឆា  ំ២០១៤ ដន 

រសកង�ិិេ កកនកលរំទកកលា ពីរទិទ�ិេន�ទន�ុស��ិិេស (IGES), �រទិទ់នយបតប (KU), េិង

រទិទ�ិេតិសិ្�ិិេ (NIES) រទសា�េហ សិក �ស�ងសកតិេពេពលេលហីំងីនសស លហ�លីា

ភា  ីរជេីនាំព� រពពរចរកម� េិងលេរកសីដនុឧត�ក ស�េិ ខ់ �ំី វ ីអេ�ែសខលិកៃេរសកង

�ិិេៃេរពពរចរកម� ដនលេសិក កកចបកកកពីរសកង�នព់េន រគនព�ិេសិ្ អង�កកិេែកេដស និ
ល ទេីា នសហរតិត�ិកអេ�តិា�េ (JICA), រទិទ�ិេរ�រររ េិងអា�នព់េនែៃទទៀតហ សិក �ស

េពលេលំំងែសហងននពីទនេពៃេិច�សហកភងកម� េិងរទិទ�ិេរ�រររា�េ ា�ងកងតីតែកេក

អនិរវឌេ៍កេ� �កបេតិចសរលនកម�ហ 

 លំំ ងៃេសិក �សេពគគះ 

◦ ក�កចក�កី េិងសរក្លយលេកពិេ្ភងអា�ងលេាលន េិងសហគកេ៍រ�រររនកម� កកន

ចំំពែនងអំពីំំ�ខ�សរលា រចីេ ឧំ៍ រលិី សរលនកកេ�ប ែំំីកលេាលននែស�ងឆម ព

ទអំគតកកនែែលេេិេ�េព 

◦ ពរងនងសកតិេពរ�រររកិេរតនកែតនកម�ា�េ ពទ ា�ែេ�ា�ងរទសែៃទនអស�ីកងែែ ែីក្ីេ�លហីលយលេ 

រវឌេេពា�ងក�ងែកេកកបេតិច េិងន�ទន�ុស�ែែែកលីសែសិច�ៃតង តកនៈ� �ែចែក�

ចំំពែនង សរលនកផ� ព�បឧត�កគតិ 

◦ រកម�លយកម� េិងរទសិតខងអចចបកកនា�ង� �េព ែីក្ីីំពសនិច�សហកែេិកទៀតឆម ព

ទំំីេែែលេកបេតិចហ  េិង 

◦ អនេ�ីេបរកុេពលា ៃេគំេិតកពងរលា ីទនកៃេកសិ្ 

អារ�រររ េិងអា�ងលេាលនចំេកេ៧១ំន លេចបកកនា�ងសិក �សែីក្ពីិេ្ប� ទងំេពហ 

រ��តឱកសេព ខេ�សំបកសំែែងកកតសសីររាែនភគ�ិេទងំអសន េិងអាចបកកពីរទសកម�

េិង រទសកពងទៀតនអ�អ េ រគនព�ិេសិ្ េិងរទិទ�ិេរ�រររ ែែលេកកចំែំនា�ងិច�រ�ំេពហ ខេ� ំ

សបកែេកិកភនតៃក�ខមសនចំ�ព �ំិ តទិេ ពេ� អគ�ំ នង ៃេរសកង�ិិេែែលេក�នកែំំ ំ េិងលរំទ

ែនកៀចំសិក �សេពហ សបកែថ�ងអំំគ�ំែនស សអ�� ល ីរជេំនដស េែររ្អកសជត� េិងស 

ាន មា  រជេកាិ់នេពនងរលព េិងកេ �្ ំេនងកែររ្អកសជត� ៃេំនដស េែររ្អកស

ជត�ៃេរសកង�ិិេ ែែលេក�និច�រនងែរងរចីេែីក្សីរកសរក្ិច�រ�ំេពហ 
 
Shuzo Nishioka 
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